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Abstract - This paper discusses the problem
of automatic off-line programming and
motion planning for industrial robots. At
first, a new concept consisting of three
steps is proposed. The first step, a new
method for on-line motion planning is in-
troduced. The motion planning method i s
based on the A*-search algorithm and
works in the implicit configuration space.
During searching, the collisions are de-
tected in the explicitly represented Carte-
sian workspace by hierarchical distance
computation. In the second step, the tra-
jectory planner has to transform the path
into a time and energy optimal robot pro-
gram. The practical application of these
two steps strongly depends on the method
for robot calibration with high accuracy,
thus, mapping the virtual world onto the
real world, which is discussed in the third
step.
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1 . Introduction

Today, industrial robots are often used in complex
and capital intensive installations in big industries
(i.e. car industry) and their supplier companies. For
an economic rentability of these expensive installa-
tions, short programming and low cycle times are
necessary. This implies, for example, for spot weld-
ing, object handling or assembly, the fast as possible
collision-free movement of the robot. Even now,
industrial robots are programmed manually by the
„Teach-in“ method. During this programming time,
the capital intensive installations cannot be used at
all. Afterwards, a time consuming optimisation of the
programmed trajectory follows, for example by an
iterative adaptation of the velocity profiles. The re-
sult is an optimised trajectory which strongly de-
pends on the programmers experience.

Due to these disadvantages of today’s off-line robot
programming methods, a new approach will be dis-
cussed in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 a
new approach for off-line programming of indus-
trial robots is introduced. Section 3 describes a pow-
erful parallel motion planner. Section 4 presents the
requirements for an optimal trajectory execution.
Section 5 discusses a new approach to the necessary
robot calibration. The paper ends with the conclu-
sion and an outlook of the future investigation in
Section 6.

2 . Automatic off-line programming

In order to avoid idle times of capital intensive in-
stallations, the programming of the industrial robots
must be performed off-line in a virtual world. To-
day, robot simulation is often applied for designing
work cells with industrial robots, e.g., in the car in-
dustry (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Robot simulation of an industrial work cell

In the virtual world, the robot work cell is modelled
by workpieces, robots, tools and periphery. The aim
of this investigation is, e.g., to determine the position
of the robot, the tools and the clamping devices and
to determine and optimize the cycle time.
Based on this modelling, all parts existing in the
virtual world can directly be used to program the
real robot. Firstly, based on the given CAD model
and the construction plan, it is possible to automati-
cally compute a collision-free path in order to re-
duce the programming time and to increase the pro-
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gram quality. Secondly, this collision-free path must
be optimised for a fast path execution and trans-
formed into a real robot program according the
robot’s language. Thirdly, an essential precondition
for this approach is the possibility of calibrating the
virtual world with the real world.

3 . Motion planning with collision avoid-
ance

The issue of robot motion planning has been studied
for a couple of decades and many important contri-
butions to the problem have been made [1]. Motion
planning algorithms are of great theoretical interest,
but are rarely used in practice because of their com-
putational complexity [2].
Most of the off-line motion planners are based on an
explicit representation of the free C-space. The free
C-space computation consists of the obstacle trans-
formation into the C-space and the construction of a
free-space representation. Both tasks are very time-
and memory consuming, and their calculation effort
increases with the robots DOF. In order to avoid
these time consuming obstacle transformations, one
can search in an implicitly represented C-space and
detect collisions in the workspace. This strategy en-
ables the planner to cope with on-line provided envi-
ronments, moving obstacles and grasped objects.
For searching in the implicit C-space, we apply the
well known A*-search algorithm. The main task of
the A*-algorithm consists of the expansion and the
processing of configurations, which are saved in the
priority list OPEN. In every iteration, the best con-
figuration of OPEN is expanded.
According to a heuristic evaluation function, these
successors will be considered in the following itera-
tions. After the expansion, the parent configuration
is saved in the hashing table CLOSED. The search
continues until the goal is found or the OPEN list is
empty. In the latter case the algorithm stops with no
solution.
In Fig. 2a, an example for a 2D search is given. The
dots indicate investigated configurations and the
arrows give reference to the corresponding succes-
sors.
Collisions are detected by a fast, hierarchical distance
computation in the 3D workspace, based on the
given CAD model of the environment and the robot
[3] (see Fig. 2b). With the help of the "maxmove-
tables", introduced in [4], the Cartesian distances are
then transformed into joint intervals in order to de-
fine the state ("free" or "prohibited") of the regarded
configuration.
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For obtaining similar joint intervals, which implicates
an efficient distance exploitation, the optimal joint
discretisation is automatically computed based on
the method of [5].
For speeding up the motion planner, we have paral-
lelized the A*-search algorithm and implemented it
on a PC-based workstation cluster [6]. Further details
about the planner and the achieved planning times
can be found in [7].

4 . Time optimal path planning

During the path planning, only the kinematics of the
robots has been regarded. In the following trajectory
planning, optimal velocity profiles must be com-
puted. This is necessary for a time- and energy op-
timal path execution.
Hereby, several robot constraints like maximal joint
velocities, maximal joint accelerations, admissible
motor- and gear moments etc. have to be consid-
ered.
Due to the geometry of the robot and its physical
parameters, large non-linear equation systems for a
required accuracy must be optimally solved.

5 . Robot calibration

The robot calibration has the most important influ-
ence for an acceptance of the off-line programming,
because only if the virtual world can exactly be



mapped onto the real world, the automatically com-
puted programs can be used in practice.
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Fig. 4: Illustration of the robot calibration task

In the calibration task (Fig. 4), the position of the
robot related to the workpiece must be measured.
The workpiece model, e.g. a car body, must corre-
spond exactly enough with the real workpiece. The
position of the workpiece must be exactly measured.
The main problem are the tolerances of the robot.
Since the measuring system of the robot measures
the position of the rotor axis of the motors, the entire
deviations of the mechanics, e.g., elasticity of the
gear and manufacturing inaccuracies, are not con-
sidered. Concerning „Teach-in“ these deviations are
completely compensated since the Tool Center Point
(TCP) with original load is observed by the human
programmer. When creating points in the virtual
world, the effect appears as a real error. The neces-
sary total accuracy, e.g., in spot welding, must be
between 2 to 2.5 mm. Regarding the robot, the ab-
solute accuracy must be less than 1 mm.
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Fig. 5: Measurement setup for the acquisition of
robot model parameter

In [8] a calibration process is developed, which ful-
fils this requirement. It uses a static robot model
containing as parameter the physical effects which
lead to the deviation. These parameters p1, …, pn
must be identified for every robot by measuring
them. About 70 points spread over the entire work-
ing area are measured by theodolites in the Cartesian
space and stored with the actual positions of the
joints (Fig. 5). The result is a robot model which
generates the real position including the deviations.
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Fig. 6 illustrates this method and the modelling.
Starting at the virtual TCP, the positions of the joints
are calculated by the means of the inverse transfor-
mation. Then, the forces and torques having effect
on the joints are calculated by a simple static model
on the basis of the payload of the robot and the ro-
bot parts.
Measurements on big robots with 150 kg payload
have shown that an absolute accuracy up to 0.7 mm
is possible with this method [9].
In many applications, an accuracy of about 0.7 mm
are not enough. Improving this accuracy by physical
models is very complex. A neuronal network which
is trained with the desired virtual points (command
points) and the absolute measured points (actual
points) is expected to improve the absolute accuracy.

5 . Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have introduced a new approach to
automatic off-line programming for industrial ro-
bots. The new concept proposes a three-step-plan for
solving the task. Based on a given CAD model of a
capital intensive installation, a parallel motion plan-
ner is able to compute a collision-free path to speed
up the off-line programming phase and to support
the human programmer. In the second step, a tra-
jectory planner transforms the computed path into a
real robot program, optimising the path execution.
Nevertheless, these two steps are only successful, if
the virtual model exactly corresponds to real envi-
ronment. Thus, a powerful robot calibration with
high accuracy is necessary in the third step.
In our future work, we focus on developing these
three modules to build up the complete automated
off-line programming system. Concerning the ex-
isting motion planner, we will concentrate on a hier-
archical discretisation of the configuration space for
speeding up the planning times [10]. Currently, we
investigate different trajectory optimisation method,
especially manipulating of polygons [11]. Con-
cerning the robot calibration, we will check if a neu-
ronal network may show good results.
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Fig. 6: The method for modelling and calibrating the industrial robot


